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General

Korg CA-1  
Chromatic Tuner
Korg
Here’s Korg’s latest ultra-compact, LCD needle-style 
chromatic tuner! The new CA-1 (replacing the CA-30) 
joins the bestselling CA series of tuners. With even 
more features – like a pitch reference tone and marks 
for pure major thirds and minor thirds – the CA-1 
packs functionality and convenience into an ultra-
compact body. Ideal for brass band or orchestra, 
its wide range of pitch detection covers C1-C8, and 
the high-precision LCD needle-type meter provides 
stable tuning.
00750197 �����������������������������������  MSRP $32�00

Yamaha RH1C Portable 
Stereo Headphones
Yamaha
Designed for on-the-go musicians seeking a lightweight 
headphone, RH1C delivers remarkable acoustic 
presence and full, bright sound through an advanced 
dynamic range and open-ear design. Finished with 
comfortable ear cushions, the economic RH1C is 
the perfect accessory for portable personal systems. 
Other features include: 98 dB/mW of sensitivity; 32 
Ohms of impedance; 20 Hz-20 kHz of full-spectrum 
frequency response. Includes 8’, oxygen-free copper 
cord with 1/8” plug and 1/4” adaptor.
00751030  ���������������������������������� MSRP $19�99

Yamaha RH2C Stereo 
Headphones
Yamaha
Delivering sonic brilliance in a lightweight (6 oz.) 
design, RH2C dynamic headphones provide the 
perfect listening environment for use with portable 
keyboards or casual listening. Featuring a new ear 
cup design, RH2C offers increased noise reduction 
and long-term comfort with soft, vinyl ear cushions 
and an extra-wide head band. Other features include: 
92 dB/mW of sensitivity: 32 Ohms of impedance: 
25 Hz-15 kHz of full-spectrum frequency response. 
Includes 8’ cord with 1/8” plug and 1/4” adaptor.
00751031  ���������������������������������� MSRP $34�99

Korg TM-40 Combo 
Digital Tuner Metronome 
with Folding Stand
Korg
The new Korg TM-40 is a digital metronome that 
combines the accuracy and advanced features of 
Korg’s world-famous music products into a single, 
compact and easy-to-use unit. A great lesson and 
practice tool, the TM-40 offers both tuner and 
metronome functions that can be used simultaneously 
or independently. A large LCD-type needle delivers 
both the accuracy of an LCD and excellent visibility 
of a needle indicator. The metronome tuner also 
has LED indicators that show pitch deviation or 
blink to indicate the tempo, making the TM-40 a 
great visual tool. With a detection range of C1- C8, 
the TM-40 provides quick and accurate coverage 
of a wide spectrum of notes and pitches for wind, 
string, keyboard and most other acoustic instruments, 
including guitar and ukulele.
00750198 ������������������������������������ MSRP $40�00

 Tuners headphones

Amplitube® iRig™
IK Multimedia
AmpliTube iRig is a combination of an easy-to-use 
instrument interface adapter for iPhone, iPod Touch and 
iPad mobile devices, and the new AmpliTube for iPhone 
software for guitar & bass. Simply plug the iRig interface 
into your iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad, plug your instrument 
into the appropriate input jack, plug in your headphones, 
amp or powered speakers, download AmpliTube FREE for 
iPhone, and start rocking! You’ll have at your fingertips the 
sound and control of 3 simultaneous stompbox effects + 
amplifier + cabinet + microphone just like a traditional 
guitar or bass stage rig! Add amps and effects as you need 
them – you can expand your rig with up to 10 stomps, 5 
amps, 5 cabinets and 2 microphones in the AmpliTube iRig 
app custom shop.
00631598  ������������������������������������������ MSRP $39�99

iphone aCCessorY
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General

Yamaha RH3C Professional 
Stereo Headphones
Yamaha
Developed for studio or road applications, the RH3C 
stereo headphones are equipped with professional-
quality elements that boast the impressive 
bass presence and clear treble response studio 
musicians demand. The closed-ear, noise-reducing 
design features a coiled cord and a thickly padded, 
collapsible headband for lasting comfort and traveling 
convenience. Other features include: 103 dB/mW of 
sensitivity; 100 Ohms of impedance; 18 Hz-20 kHz of 
full-spectrum frequency response. Includes 8’ cord 
with 1/8” plug and 1/4” adaptor.
00751032 ������������������������������������ MSRP $49�99

Yamaha CM500 Headset 
with Built-In Microphone
Yamaha
Combining closed-ear, noise-reducing headphones 
with a sensitive, electret microphone, the CM500 
creates the ideal choice for audience-interactive 
DJs or school music labs. Crafted with high-impact 
materials and an ultra-flexible headband, its solid 
construction withstands repetitive twisting and hard 
use found in music labs and on the dance floor. 
Optional bias supply included for use with audio 
devices that do not provide 15V phantom power (two 
AAA batteries required, not included). Other features 
include: 96 dB/mW of sensitivity; Distortion <0.2%; 
20 Hz-20 kHz of full-spectrum frequency response. 
Includes 9’ cord with 1/8” plug and 1/4” adaptor.
00751033 ������������������������������������ MSRP $74�99

Yamaha RH5Ma  
Professional Monitor 
Headphones
Yamaha
RH5Ma monitor headphones are recognized by 
sound experts as superior monitoring headphones 
capable of producing extraordinarily accurate sound 
reproduction. These headphones are particularly 
proficient in the difficult low to mid-low frequencies 
and can flawlessly replicate even the most precise 
mix. Other features include: 98 dB/mW of sensitivity; 
32 Ohms of impedance; 20 Hz–20 kHz of full-
spectrum frequency. Includes 8’, oxygen-free copper 
cord with 1/8” plug and 1/4” adaptor.
00750159 ������������������������������������ MSRP $69�95

Yamaha EPH-20 In-Ear 
Headphones
Yamaha
Rock out with Yamaha sound from your MP3 player/
iPod with maximum listening comfort, noise isolation, 
and high fidelity. Superior audio performance gives 
you the full range of sound while on the go. Yamaha 
headphones utilize the latest in technology, ergonomics 
and sound quality for musical applications ranging 
from economy to professional level.
00750249 Black �������������������������� MSRP $39�95
00750252 Hot Pants Pink ������������ MSRP $39�95
00750253 Green ������������������������� MSRP $39�95

Yamaha EPH-30 In-Ear 
Headphones
Yamaha
These canal-type, in-ear headphones isolate external 
ambient noise, and the superior audio performance 
gives you deep bass, crisp highs, and an extended 
frequency range.
00750254 White ������������������������� MSRP $49�95
00750255 Black �������������������������� MSRP $49�95

Yamaha EPH-50 In-Ear 
Headphones Premium
Yamaha
Enjoy Yamaha’s legendary, natural sound from your 
mp3 player, iPod, or home stereo with maximum 
listening comfort, noise isolation, and high fidelity. 
These premium level headphones bring you a 
professional audio experience every time.
00750257 White ������������������������� MSRP $99�95
00750256 Black �������������������������� MSRP $99�95



General

Yamaha FC3 Continuous 
Sustain Pedal
Yamaha
Most digital piano sustain pedals are 2-dimensional, 
on or off. When used with a compatible keyboard, 
FC3 is 3-dimensional, offering full-damper sustain, 
half-damper sustain, and everything in between. 
FC3 simulates the precise response of an acoustic 
piano’s sustain pedal, which translates into realistic 
control, increased musicality, and overall enjoyable 
performance experience. Recommended for S90ES, 
P60, P70, P120, P140, P200, P250, CME Pro UF 
Series.
00701194  ���������������������������������� MSRP $69�99

Yamaha FC7 Volume  
Controller
Yamaha
The FC7 is a volume controller that allows you 
to adjust the volume and even the effects of your 
instrument. One of the most durable volume foot 
controllers available, the FC7 withstands the highest 
energy-driven performances. It can also be used to 
control one of the many effects parameters of the 
STOMP Series products. Complete with 5’ cable and 
1/4” phone plug.
00750145  ���������������������������������� MSRP $59�95

Yamaha FC9 Dual Volume 
Controller
Yamaha
With two input and output jacks, the FC9 provides 
all you need in a foot controller. Control the audio 
volume of two separate instruments through separate 
1/4” jacks. MIN VOL control allows you to set the 
volume range as desired. Solid construction provides 
for stability and security.
00750315  ���������������������������������� MSRP $99�95

Yamaha FC4 Piano Style 
Sustain Pedal
Yamaha
Add expression to your keyboard with the FC4 sustain 
pedal. Designed to perform like an acoustic piano’s 
sustain pedal, the FC4 has become a necessity for all 
keyboards. Its solid construction and 6’ cable will 
ensure that its quality lasts a lifetime.
00750144  ���������������������������������� MSRP $36�99

Yamaha FC5 Foot Switch 
Style Sustain Pedal
Yamaha
A compact version of the FC4, the FC5 performs 
similar to an acoustic piano’s sustain pedal providing 
expression and feeling to any performance. The FC5 
can also be used as a hands-free on/off switch for 
activating effects or even recording.
00750107  ���������������������������������� MSRP $19�99

 fooT pedals
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Carnegie Hall Soprano 
Recorder
with Case and Lanyard

Carnegie Hall Soprano recorder; key of C; Baroque 
fingering; double holes; C-C#; D-D#; three-piece 
construction; with lanyard. The recorder features 
rich dark brown color with the Carnegie Hall logo 
and includes a co-branded lanyard. The instrument 
is ideal for all music educators and hobbyists looking 
for a superior recorder. Proceeds of the recorder 
sales will help fund The Weill Music Institute at 
Carnegie Hall, which creates broad-reaching music 
education programs.
00507069  �������������������������������������������� $11�95

Yamaha YRA-28B  
Alto Recorder with  
Baroque Fingering
Key of f
Yamaha
Featuring the popular Baroque fingering system, this 
Yamaha recorder is ideal for students and beginning 
players.
00750259  �������������������������������������������� $29�50

Hohner Blues Rocker 
4-Pack Harmonicas
harps in the Keys of C, G, a & d
Hohner
“Blues Rock” describes the music of artists who 
carried forward the early blues traditions of Robert 
Johnson and Muddy Waters. Being faster, and featuring 
a heavier sound and extended jam sessions, Blues 
Rock harmonica players in the early ’70s – such as 
John Mayall, Paul Butterfield, Junior Wells, Roger 
Daltry, Mick Jagger and Robert Plant – solidified this 
musical style. The new Hohner Blues Rocker harps 
have been designed to put an edge into your playing 
by evoking the gritty, dirty sound found in Blues 
Rock music. The product has a thicker reed plate 
for improved response; longer lasting, easy bending 
reeds; and a powerful tone that sounds fantastic when 
amplified.
00001341  ������������������������������������MSRP $62�00

Instruments

harmoniCas

reCorders

yamaha Band &  
Orchestra  

accessories

Silent Brass Carrying Case
Yamaha
This black carrying case, weighing only approximately 
1 lb., is perfect for transporting your Silent Brass 
system wherever you go!
00507064 Trumpet ��������������������������������$39�00

Saxophone End Plug
Yamaha
The Yamaha alto sax end plug is carefully designed 
and tested to help you take the best possible care of 
your instrument.
00507067 Alto Sax End Plug ��������������������$2�95
00507068 Tenor Sax End Plug �����������������$3�95
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Gift Items
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arT sTrings publishing
Art Posters
Guaranteed to bring a smile to band rooms, offices, or classrooms, these posters measure 18” x 24” and 
are printed on heavy stock. Each is protectively poly-wrapped and presented on a corrugated board,  
ready to place in a standard size poster frame. Shipped flat, not rolled.

Art Cards
Reproduced from original art by Karen Cannon, 
music art cards cover a wide variety of themes. 
Each card measures 5” x 7” and is blank inside, 
ready for any message or occasion. These 8-packs 
of cards contain 2 designs each, 4 cards in a set.

Jigsaw Puzzles
These challenging puzzle designs selected from the music art of Karen Cannon are definitely worth fram-
ing upon completion. Each puzzle contains 1,000 durable pieces with European-style blue backing.

Canine Divine
00762217  ���������������������������������������������$17�00

Team Spirit
00762216  ���������������������������������������������$17�00

Decibel Daredevils 
00762215  ���������������������������������������������$17�00

Feline Fortissimo 
00762210  ���������������������������������������������$17�00

A-choired Taste 
00762214  ���������������������������������������������$17�00

Tuba Christmas
00762226  ���������������������������������������������$17�00

Mouse Pads
Art Strings mouse pads are backed with genuine 
black rubber (not foam) anti-skid bases. Their 
high traction surfaces work well with any mouse. 
Size: 9-1/4” x 7-3/4”, 1/4” thick.

Canine Divine 
00762218  ���������������������������������������������$13�00 Wild Thing 

00762206  ���������������������������������������������$22�00

Coon Holler Jam 
00762207  ���������������������������������������������$22�00
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Gift Items

Art Cards – 10-Packs
These 10-packs are intended to be opened and sold individually.

Bless This Cabin Card series
High in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, this charming series shows “all God’s creatures, great and 
small”, offering up their musical praises. Selected verses look as though they’re applied by the old rectory 
typewriter, and blank cards are available if you’d prefer your own message.

Holiday Themed Art Cards – 10-Packs

Cool Cats in the City 
00762221 �����������������������������������������������$30�00

Diamonds in the Rough 
00762219  ���������������������������������������������$30�00

H-Flat
00762222  ���������������������������������������������$30�00

Psych Out 
00762220  ���������������������������������������������$30�00

Celebrate!
00762190  ��������������$17�00

Concertmaster 
Kringle
00762189  ��������������$17�00

Happy  
Christmas Cat 
00762168  ��������������$17�00

Holiday Hip 
00762193  ��������������$17�00

Hunka Hunka 
Ho Ho Ho  
00762211  ��������������$17�00

Phat Christmas 
00762194  ��������������$17�00

Tuba  
Christmas 
00762224  ��������������$17�00

Slap Happy
00762225  ��������������$17�00

Joyful Noises
00762209 With Verses ���������������������������$17�00
00762227 Blank Inside ���������������������������$17�00

Mountain Harmony
00762208 With Verses ���������������������������$17�00
00762226 Blank Inside ���������������������������$17�00



Gift Items
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Calendars/planners
Hanging Boxed Daily Desktop

Weekly Planners

Electric Guitar Classics 16-Month 
2011 Wall Calendar
Sellers Publishing
From the award-winning Ultimate Guitar Book 
comes the 2011 Electric Guitar Classics wall calendar. 
Richly detailed text by Walter Carter, well-known 
expert on the history of electric guitars, accompanies 
more than 36 exquisite, full-color photographs. This 
calendar is sure to become a classic in its own right, a 
gem to treasure the whole year through!
00750240 12" x 12" �������������������������������$13�99

Fender Custom Shop 16-Month 
2011 Wall Calendar
Sellers Publishing
This calendar is a perennial bestseller, and with the 
huge popularity of Activision’s Guitar Hero™, more 
people than ever before want to see the guitars that the 
real guitar heroes play. With all new photography each 
year, the often one-of-a-kind guitars are photographed 
at Fender’s Custom Shop before they are sent – 
literally – to the four corners of the world. 
00750239 12" x 12" �������������������������������$13�99

Fender Custom Shop  
2011 Mini Wall Calendar
Sellers Publishing
00750241 7" x 7" �������������������������������������$7�99

 Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame 
Trivia Challenge 
2011 Daily Boxed 
Calendar
Sellers Publishing

Test your knowledge about the rock and roll music 
that changed the world with this new 2011 daily 
calendar! Each page offers an entertaining quiz to 
challenge how much you know about the musical 
milestones from the past five decades. This fascinating 
collection of music trivia from the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame and Museum will delight you all year long! 
Attached to an easel that can either sit on a desktop or 
hang from the wall.
00750242 6" x 5" �����������������������������������$13�99

2011 Vintage Guitar Magazine 
Desktop Calendar
Vintage Guitar Books
Ready to flip open and sit in proud tribute to your 
love of cool collectible guitars, the 2011 VG Desktop 
Calendar features seven guitars heard on recordings 
by musical mega-stars along with six all-time classics.
00750247 4�37" x 7�52" ���������������������������$9�95

2011 Fender  
Custom Shop 
Guitar 16 Month 
Weekly Planner
Sellers Publishing
Featuring exquisitely crafted, 
one-of-a-kind, custom 
guitars from Fender’s 
custom shop. This 16  month 
engagement calendar is sure 

to please even the most discerning guitar and music 
lover.
00750246  ���������������������������������������������$15�99

Boosey & Hawkes 
Music Diary 2011
Boosey & Hawkes
 This deluxe pocket calendar 
is loaded with fascinating 
information, such as 
composer birthdays, musical 
terms and competition 
winners, timelines, 
anniversaries – even a wine 
vintage chart!
48020888 
Black Leatherette ��$12�99

Guitar Chord 
2011 Daily Boxed  
Calendar
Sellers Publishing
Brush up on your guitar 
chords every day of the year 

with this full color daily calendar. Attached to an easel 
that can either sit on a desktop or hang from the wall.
00750243 �����������������������������������������������$13�99

Electric Guitar  
Classics 2011 
Daily Boxed  
Calendar
Sellers Publishing
From the award-winning 

Ultimate Guitar Book comes the 2011 Electric Guitar 
Classics wall calendar. Richly detailed text by Walter 
Carter, well-known expert on the history of electric 
guitars, accompanies more than 300 exquisite, full-
color photographs. Attached to an easel that can either 
sit on a desktop or hang from the wall.
00750244 6" x 5" �����������������������������������$13�99

Fender Custom 
Shop 2011 Daily 
Boxed Calendar
Sellers Publishing
Based on the bestselling 
Fender Custom Shop Wall 
and Mini Calendars, Sellers 

Publishing has worked with Fender Custom Shop to 
create a daily calendar that is sure to please even the 
most discerning guitar and music afficionado. Each 
page features four-color photography of these one-of 
a kind Fender guitars. Filled with 300+ pages of great 
photos, the calendar is attached to an easel that can 
either sit on a desktop or hang from the wall.
00750245 6" x 5" �����������������������������������$13�99

90007106


